Learning controls in high-dimensional continuous action spaces, such as controlling the movements of highly articulated agents and robots, has long been a standing challenge to model-free deep reinforcement learning (DRL). In this paper we propose a general, yet simple, framework for improving the action exploration of policy gradient DRL algorithms. Our approach adapts ideas from the particle filtering literature to dynamically discretize the continuous action space and track policies represented as a mixture of Gaussians. We demonstrate the applicability of our approach on state-of-the-art DRL baselines in challenging high-dimensional motor tasks involving articulated agents. We show that our adaptive particle-based discretization leads to improved final performance and speed of convergence as compared to uniform discretization schemes and to corresponding implementations in continuous action spaces, highlighting the importance of exploration. In addition, the resulting policies are more stable, exhibiting less variance across different training trials.
Introduction
Recently, the rise of deep learning combined with advances in CPU and GPU hardware has renewed the interest in model-free reinforcement learning, enabling agents to learn policies from raw observation data through interactions with the environment. In the last few years, impressive results have been obtained by deep reinforcement learning (DRL) both on physical and simulated articulated agents for a wide range of motor tasks that involve learning controls in high-dimensional continuous action spaces [1, 2, 3, 4] . Despite recent success, though, state-of-the art model-free DRL algorithms for continuous control problems still require a large amount of training samples and computation. Due to the infinite feasible action choices, controlling many degrees of freedom (DOFs) is inherently ambiguous with respect to most behaviors, resulting in challenging control problems that are under specified and highly dimensional. Even though such issues can be mitigated by tracking reference data or using expert data to bootstrap training [5, 6, 7, 8] , in many cases we may not have access to such data. Even if we have a fine-tuned reward function designed according to expert data, the question of how to sufficiently and efficiently explore the high-dimensional action spaces to improve sampling and training time efficiency still exists.
In general, on-policy DRL methods such as PPO [9] , TRPO [10] , and A3C [11] can become prohibitively expensive for continuous control problems given the huge number of training samples needed to learn a policy in high-dimensional action spaces. On the other hand, off-policy methods exhibit better sample efficiency as they can reuse past experiences. While the widely used off-policy method Deep Q-Network (DQN) only works for discrete action spaces, algorithms like DDPG [1] and SVG(0) [12] are very popular for continuous control problems, as they use a separate actor network and exploit policy gradient to directly search policies in the continuous action space. However, such approaches can be too sensitive to the selected hyperparameters, often yielding to unstable policies [13] Regardless if on-policy or off-policy learning is employed, ideally we want to keep trying multiple actions until we are confident about the best one(s). However, DRL algorithms for continuous control problems typically employ an independent multivariate Gaussian as the policy distribution, which is unimodal and can prematurely commit to suboptimal controls [14] . Consider, for example, an articulated agent that needs to learn a mapping from states to actions based on all individual joints. This is a very challenging task as for a given DOF and a continuous arXiv:2003.06959v1 [cs. LG] 16 Mar 2020 action space, we need to find a state-dependent mean and standard deviation. And of course the problem becomes even more complicated as we need to do the same thing for all DOFs and determine how they work in synchrony for a given state. To address such issues researchers have been investigating hierarchical policies for structured exploration [15, 16, 17, 18] . In addition, entropy-regularized DRL methods recently have gained a lot of popularity focusing on optimizing both the expected cumulative reward and the expected entropy of the policies to help action exploration. Earlier maximum entropy approaches utilized discrete multinomial policies, Gaussian policies, and more generic energy-based functions [19, 20, 21, 22, 14] . More recently, an off-policy soft actor-critic algorithm (SAC) based on maximum entropy has been proposed, which shows sampling efficiency and outperforms other state-of-the-art off-policy and on-policy approaches, such as DDPG and PPO, in many benchmarks [23] . SAC was further revised in [24] to have a simpler architecture and better stability.
Despite such advancements, though, and given the large amount of computation resources needed by the physics simulation and/or the high cost for training on real robots, the requirement of efficient sampling still poses a serious challenge in the application of DRL to robot and character control problems. As such, recent work has also focused on the idea of discretizing the action space for continuous control problems. While the combination of distinct actions increases exponentially as the number of action dimensions increases and thus prevents the application of DQN in highdimension control problems, the joint categorical distributions can become tractable if factorization is employed. For example, PPO with categorical distributions defined in a discretized action space has been successfully exploited to learn manipulation policies for a 24-DOF robotic hand [25] and locomotion policies for a high-dimensional musculoskeletal human model [26] . An intuitive explanation behind such a success is that discretization can largely reduce the size of the action spaces, which would make it easier to find an optimal solution from all feasible actions. Indeed, the recent work in [27] has shown that action discretization is a simple yet powerful technique for on-policy optimization. Though, as samples are drawn only from some small number of fixed locations in each action dimension, the robustness and effectiveness of such discretization schemes may vary depending on the task. Furthermore, categorical distributions cannot be extended to off-policy frameworks, like DDPG and SAC, as they are not differentiable.
In this paper, we propose a general solution for improving the exploration of high dimensional action spaces during training of policy gradient algorithms. Our approach relies on the discretization of the action space. However, in contrast to the prior discretization technique that uses a categorical distribution per action dimension, we represent a policy as a mixture of Gaussians. In addition, instead of discretizing the action space by a fixed set of action choices, we exploit a particle filtering approach to adaptively discretize the action space and track the posterior policy distribution during training. The resulting network, which we call particle filter policy network (PFPN), is suitable for both on-policy and off-policy policy gradient methods. We evaluate PFPN on state-of-the-art baselines including the recent SAC, IMPALA [28] , PPO, and A2C/A3C, using challenging high-dimensional tasks from the Roboschool suite [10] and the DeepMimic framework [5] . We show that our particle-based adaptive discretization exhibits better performance compared to the fixed, uniform discretization scheme and to corresponding implementations in continuous action spaces, highlighting its sample efficiency and stability.
Background

Policy Gradient Method
We consider a standard reinforcement learning setup where given a time horizon H and the trajectory τ = (s 1 , a 1 , · · · , s H , a H ) obtained by a parameterized policy π θ , with s t and a t denoting the state and action taken at time step t, respectively, the goal is to learn the parameters θ that maximize the agent's cumulative reward:
Here, p θ (τ ) = t π θ (a|s) denotes the state-action visitation distribution for the trajectory τ induced by the policy π θ , and r(τ ) = t r(s t , a t ) where r(s t , a t ) is the reward received at time t.
We can maximize J(θ) by adjusting the policy parameters θ through the gradient ascent method, where the gradient of the expected reward can be determined according to the policy gradient theorem [29] :
In order to reduce the variance of the policy gradient estimate, the estimate of the Q-value provided by the cumulative reward along the trajectory can be improved by replacing it with any unbiased or more stable estimator such as the Q-value with discount factor, the advantage or generalized advantage estimation [30] , or that with importance sampling [9] . For simplicity, we use A t to denote any kind of estimators. Some of the estimators need a baseline subtraction to further reduce variance and improve stability. A typically used baseline is the state-value function
In DRL, the value function can be approximated by a separate network (critic) that is updated in tandem with the policy network (actor). This gives rise to a family of policy gradient algorithms known as actor-critic.
On-Policy and Off-Policy Actor-Critics. In on-policy learning, the update policy is also the behavior policy based on which a trajectory is obtained to estimate A t . Common on-policy actor-critic methods include A2C/A3C [11] , and PPO [9] . In off-policy learning, typically, the model directly learns to estimate A t given a state-action pair such that policy can be updated without the knowledge of a whole trajectory. This results in more sample efficient approaches as samples can be reused. Common off-policy actor-critic methods include DDPG [1] and SAC [23] , where their critic network is used to predict the Q-and soft Q-value, respectively. The actor network in such methods is optimized directly by maximizing the Q-value [31] or soft Q-value [23] , resulting in the following policy gradient for SAC:
where B denotes a replay buffer of the collected samples, and Q s (s t , a t ) is the soft Q-value and a t := f θ ( , s t ) is a differentiable sampling result with noise .
Policy Representation
Given a multi-dimensional continuous action space, the most common choice is to model the policy π θ as a multivariate Gaussian distribution with independent components for each action dimension. For simplicity, we consider a t for the case with only one dimension and has policy π θ (a t |s t ) := N (µ θ , σ 2 θ ). Then, we can obtain
where c = log 2π is a constant.
Given a sampled action a t and the estimate of cumulative rewards A t , the optimization process, based on the above expression, can be imagined as that of shifting µ(s t ) towards the direction of a t if A t is higher than the expectation, or to the opposite direction if A t is smaller. Such an approach, though, can easily converge to a suboptimal solution, if there is a low reward distribution much wider than σ θ (s t ) between the current location of µ(s t ) and the optimal solution, or hard to be optimized if the reward landscape is the same around µ(s t ). These issues arise due to the fact that Gaussian distributions are inherently unimodal [14] . Sampling happens only around the mean value of the distribution and the exploration ability depends on the standard deviation. A large standard deviation may promote exploration but may also slow down the convergence. And, as long as the optimization process is going to converge, the standard deviation will unavoidably decrease, but this may happen prematurely before sampling from a better region.
Particle Filter Policy Network
In this section, we describe our Particle Filter Policy Network algorithm that addresses the unimodality issues from which typical Gaussian-based policy networks suffer. To do so, we draw inspiration from the particle filter literature [32] and in particular the sequential importance resampling (SIR) approach [33, 34] . Our approach adaptively discretizes the action space, by using state-independent particles, each capturing a Gaussian distribution. Thus, the policy network, instead of directly generating actions, it is tasked with choosing particles, while the final actions are generated by sampling from the selected particles. Next, we first define action policies based on particles, and the then focus on the training of our policy network. We also refer the reader to Appendix A for a brief introduction on SIR and the close connection of our approach to it.
Particle-based Action Policy
Let P := { p i,k , w i,k }, be a weighted set of particles where p i,k = N (µ i,k , σ 2 i,k ) is the i-th particle on the k-th action dimension that represents a univariate Gaussian distribution, and w i,k denotes the corresponding weight of the particle. Given P, we define the policy as
where a t,k ∈ a t is the sampled action at the time step t for the action dimension k, and w i,k (·|θ) is the direct output of the policy network after softmax operation over the output neurons for the k-th dimension satisfying i w i,k = 1.
While the softmax operation gives us a categorical distribution defined by w ·,k , the nature of the policy for each dimension is a mixture of Gaussian distributions. Given sufficient component distributions, it can approximate arbitrary smooth density. Sampling through the mixture of Gaussians can be done by two steps. First, we perform sampling on the categorical distribution to choose a particle, j, for each dimension, k, based on the weights j(s t ) ∼ P (·|w ·,k (s t )).
Then, we can draw samples from the Gaussian distribution represented by the chosen particles a t,k ∼ p j,k(st) (·|µ j,k(st) , σ j,k(st) ).
Sampling through the weighted particles is stratified, which is considered optimal in terms of variance [35] . By stratified sampling, given a state, action exploration could occur at several different locations in the action space and weightedly to fit the diversity distribution of the cumulative reward or its estimator, instead of being uniformly or only near one single location.
Some algorithms, like A3C and IMPALA, often introduce differential entropy loss to encourage exploration. However, it is not feasible to analytically evaluate the differential entropy of a mixture of Gaussians without approximation [36] . Instead, we use the entropy of the categorical distribution if a differential entropy term is needed during optimization to encourage action exploration.
Training
The proposed particle-based policy distribution is general and can be applied directly to any algorithm using the policy gradient method with Equation 2. To initialize the training, due to lack of prior knowledge, the particles can be distributed uniformly along the action dimensions. Without loss of generality, let us consider below only one action dimension and drop the subscript k. Then, at each training step, each particle, p i , will move along the action dimension on which it is defined and be updated by
where a t ∼ π θ,P (·|s t ) is the actions chosen during sampling, A t is the estimator of the cumulative r(·, ·) term in Equation 2 and
is a coefficient shared by all particles on the same action dimension. Similarly, for the update of the neural network, we have
Although sampling is performed on only one particle for each dimension, all the dimension's particles will be updated during each iteration of the training to move towards or away of the location of a t according to A t . The amount of the update, however, is regulated by the state-dependent weight w i (s t |θ): particles that have small probabilities to be chosen for a given state s t will be considered as uninteresting and be barely updated or not be updated at all depending on their associated weights. On the other hand, the contribution of weights is limited by the distance between a particle and the sampled action. In practice, a distance of six times the standard deviation to a sampled action is far enough to prevent that particles from moving as well as from boosting the associated weighted. In summary, the action policy performs optimization only for those "interesting" particles and helps avoid converging all particles to a single average global optimal location over all states.
Using the above process, particles can converge to different optimal locations near it as training goes on. They would be distributed multimodally according to A t , rather than collapse to a unimodal, Gaussian-like distribution. This results in an adaptive discretization scheme of the action space that is state-independent.
Resampling
Similar to traditional particle filtering approaches, our approach would encounter the problem of degeneracy [37] . During training, a particle placed near a location at which sampling gives a low A t value would achieve a low weight gain and its associated weight may keep decreasing. Once the weight reaches near zero, the particle will not be updated anymore by training through gradient and become 'dead'. To address this problem, we borrow the idea of importance resampling from particle filters, but we do not resample the entire set of particles. Because particle weights in our approach are state-dependent, equalizing the weights after resampling will make it unable to trace interesting particles defined with respect to a given state. Instead, we perform resampling only for dead particles and reactivate them by duplicating some better, alive target particles.
A particle can be considered dead if its maximum weight for all possible states is too small, i.e.
where is a small positive threshold number. In practice, we cannot really check w i (s t |θ) for all the possible states, but can keep tracking it during sampling.
The target particle τ i is drawn for each dead particle i independently from the categorical distribution weighted with the average weight of each particle during some sampling episodes, i.e.
Because the target particle is drawn with randomness and independently for each dead ones, it may happen that several dead particles share the same target particle. Let D τ be a set of dead particles sharing the same target particle τ . Given Equations 11 and 12, if is small enough, we have τ ∈ D k for any dead particle set D k .
Resampling makes the dead particles be a duplicate of the target one. After resampling, the target particle τ and any particle s ∈ D τ should share the same logits L τ leading to the same weight. Whereas the neural network outputs unnormalized logits before the softmax operation, in order to make the weights after softmax unchanged for all other particles, we must ensure that the exponential sum of the logits for all particles is identical before and after resampling. That is to say, it must be satisfied that
Assuming a fully connected layer is used to generate unnormalized logits in the policy network, the logits for the i-th particle are given by:
where h k (s t ) is the hidden neuron output fed into the the fully connected layer, ω k,i and b i are respectively the weight and bias parameters of that layer. Therefore, when duplicating the target particle τ , the weights of the reactivated particles s ∈ D τ can be equalized by directly copying ω ·,τ to ω ·,s but applying an error correction term when synchronizing the bias parameters, i.e.
We refer the reader to the Appendix B for the inference of the error correction term.
A problem of resampling via duplicating is that it induces loss of diversity. If two particles are exactly the same, they will always be updated together at the same pace during training. To address this issue and benefit the action exploration, we add some regularization noise to the mean value when performing resampling for a dead particle such that the dead particle is resampled near the target one instead of being an exact copy of the target particle, i.e.
is a random number and c is a constant positive number to prevent µ s from being too close to µ τ .
An overview of our Particle Filter Policy Network using resampling is provided in Algorithm 1. At each training step, each particle is updated and moves along its action dimension, while we also update accordingly the parameters of the policy network. To avoid the particle degeneracy problem, deprived particles are resampled every fixed number of environment steps. It should be noted that in the above we assume that each particle denotes a univariate Gaussian distribution over a single action dimension. However, our algorithm is also applicable to particles representing multivariate Gaussian distributions defined over the whole or a subspace of the entire action space.
Algorithm 1 DRL using Particle Filter Policy Network
Initialize the neural network parameter θ and learning rate α; initialize particle parameters µ i and σ i to uniformly distribute particles on the target action dimension; initialize the threshold to detect dead particles using a small number. loop for each environment step do Record the weight while sampling a t ∼ π θ,P (·|s t ),
Differentiability Trick
The two-step sampling method described in Section 3.1 is indifferentiable, because of the standard way of sampling from the categorical distribution through which Gaussians are mixed. To address this issue, we consider the concrete distribution [38, 39] that generates a re-parameterized, differential continuous approximation to a categorical distribution. Given that x ∼ CONCRETE({w k (s t |θ); k = 1, 2, · · · }, ·) is a differentiable sampling result approximating the categorical distribution defined by w k (s t |θ), we apply the Gumbel-softmax trick [40] to generate a differentiable sampling result form a mixture of Gaussians,
where ε i ∼ N (0, 1), x i ∈ x, STOP(·) is a "gradient stop" operation and δ(·, ·) denotes the Kronecker delta function. By this reparameterization trick, the proposed action policy can be used in Q-value based off-policy algorithms, like SAC and DDPG.
Related Work
Our approach is closely related to approaches that rely on the discretization of the action space. While DQN-like approaches are very efficient [11] for problems with discrete action spaces, such techniques cannot scale well to high-dimensional action spaces due to the curse of dimensionality. Recently, [41] show their work to solve this issue by a sequential model and apply it on continuous control problems with discretized action spaces.
On the other hand, action discretization of high-dimensional control spaces has been successfully applied to policy gradient methods in order to improve sampling efficiency or training performance. A typical approach to overcome the explosion of the action space is to model each action dimension using a categorical distribution. In [25] , for example, a robot hand with 24 DOF was trained using a 11-bin, uniformally discretized action space. The work in [27] provides a series of benchmarks to compare the performance difference between continuous action spaces and discretized ones. All of such works focus on on-policy actor-critic algorithms using policy gradient methods and discretize the action space uniformly and with quite a few number of bins. While impressive results have been obtained that allow for better performance, such a uniform discretization approach heavily relies on the choice of candidate locations to find a good solution. As the action locations remain fixed, a number of futile locations may impede finding the optimal action. Indeed, as we show in Section 5.2, changing the number of bins can have a drastic impact on the asymptotic performance which can render such solutions rather unstable.
To address these issues, we proposed an adaptive discretization scheme of the action space based on particles. A similar idea was recently explored in [42] where a particle-based implementation of SAC was proposed. However, they optimize all particles together without importance weights, which results in the particles quickly collapsing to an average optimal location over all states. The completely state-independent particle definition makes the algorithm lose entropy regularization, and thus the resulting performance tends to be inferior to the vanilla SAC.
Experiments
The goal of our experiments is to evaluate whether adaptive discretization can promote action exploration, and the effect that it has on the final performance as well as sample complexity of existing policy gradient algorithms. We are also interested in its stability given that many policy optimization methods can exhibit high variance across different training seeds. We tested the applicability of our particle-based policy network to a number of policy gradient algorithms using a range of continuous control tasks from the Roboschool benchmark suite [10] . We chose the Roboschool suite as its tasks are typically more challenging than the corresponding ones from the OpenAI gym benchmark suite [43] with most algorithms typically exhibiting relatively poor performance.
Besides different algorithms, our particle-based discretization is also indifferent to how the action space is parameterized.
To highlight this we also consider several tasks from the DeepMimic framework [5] where a 36-dimensional humanoid learns a locomotion policy based on motion capture data. The Roboschool environment directly uses torques to control articulated agents, whereas DeepMimic learns target joint angles that are given as input to a stable proportional-derivative (PD) controller [44] after converted from axis-angle representations to quaternions.
The PD servo has to be called multiple times during a simulation step to generate torques applied to the humanoid model. Due to such frequent calls, the training of DeepMimic tasks can become quite expensive. Hence, the learning can significantly benefit from algorithms that are sample efficient and exhibit fast convergence.
We evaluate our approach on two policy gradient baselines: the advantage actor critic and its distributed version (A2C/A3C) [11] , which is a widely-used on-policy method that is known though to suffer from stability issues; and the proximal policy optimization (PPO/DPPO) [9] , which is a stable method that exhibits good performance. In Appendix D, we also provide results using the recently proposed soft actor-critic (SAC) [23] , an off-policy entropy regularized method that achieves state-of-the-art performance in many tasks; and the importance weighted actor-learner architecture (IMPALA) with the V-trace off-policy correction algorithm [28] , a hybrid actor-critic approach that is highly distributed. Finally, we have also included comparisons between our approach and the uniform discretization scheme where actions are sampled from categorical distributions. Figure 1 shows the cumulative rewards of evaluation rollouts during training for PPO/DPPO and A2C/A3C using both the default policy network that employs Gaussian policies and our Particle Filter Policy Network (PFPN). DPPO and A3C are deployed for complex tasks, HumanoidBulletEnv-v0, DeepMimicWalk, DeepMimicKick and DeepMimicPunch, to parallelize the training in order to increase training time efficiency. We train five trials of each of the two versions of a given baseline (with different random seeds that are the same across the PFPN and Gaussian versions) and perform ten evaluation rollouts every 1,000 training steps using deterministic actions, which is the exact mean value of Gaussian distributions exploited by the policy network without adding noise.
PFPN vs. Gaussian Baselines
As it can be seen in the figure, our approach significantly improves the behavior of the two on-policy methods in all of the six benchmarks. In particular, PFPN increases the stability of A2C/A3C as well as its final performance in AntBulletEnv-v0 and HalfCheetahBulletEnv-v0. The same applies to the three DeepMimic tasks where A3C reaches a final performance comparable to that of DPPO. Similar to A2C/A3C, the PFPN version of PPO/DPPO is more stable and sampling efficient and exhibits higher asymptotic performance. We refer to Appendix D for results obtained with SAC and IMPALA baselines and additional tasks, and to Appendix C for the hyperparameters employed in these benchmarks.
Ablation Study
Resampling Strategies. We tested PFPN with the default resampling strategy explained in Section 3.3, where a target particle is selected with a probability proportional to its weights, against a number of alternative strategies where an inactive particle resamples randomly from the top-x% of particles as ranked by their weights. We refer the reader to Appendix E for detailed results. In Figure 2 , we show DPPO results on HumanoidBulletEnv-v0 and DeepMimicWalk using the default PFPN resampling strategy, PFPN with no resampling (top-0%), and PFPN that randomly resamples from all particles (top-100%). It can be seen that any resampling strategy, even a completely random one (top-100%) could help improve the final training performance compared to no resampling. However, random resampling could lead to high variance and make the training process unstable by introducing too much uncertainty, especially in the earlier stages of training where the particles have not converged yet to optimal locations. In contrast, the default resampling strategy that accounts for the importance weights of the particles is the most stable. Resampling from the top-1% of particles (see Appendix E) results in a strategy of duplicating always the best one. This could make too many particles redistributed just around one location and limit the benefit of action exploration brought by resampling.
Number of Particles. We analyze the effect that the number of particles have on the performance of the PFPNbaselines. While Table 1 gives us a simple image about this, the detailed results are shown in Appendix F. Even though for each baseline and task, the best final performance is obtained by different number of particles, we found that in practice, there is a wide range of particle numbers that work quite well in each task outperforming the traditional Gaussian-based policy networks. As such, we used the same values across all of the Roboschool and DeepMimic tasks, 35 and 100 particles respectively, as the default hyperparameters used in the baseline benchmarks.
Comparison to Uniform Discretization. Overall, compared to Gaussian-based policy networks, uniformly discretizing each action dimension and sampling actions from a categorical distribution can work quite well, as has been shown in recent prior work [27, 25] . However, as shown in Table 1 , our adaptive, particle-based discretization outperforms the uniform discretization scheme, especially as the task complexity increases. In the more complex DeepMimic tasks, uniform discretization is significantly worse than PFPN both in terms of speed of learning and asymptotic performance, We compare the default PFPN strategy, where the probability of drawing a target particle is proportional to its weight, to PFPN without resampling and PFPN that employs random resampling. while also exhibiting worse performance than the Gaussian-based policy networks. In addition, in DeepMimic, varying the number of bins per actions dimension can have a drastic impact on the sampling efficiency. In contrast, our approach stays much more stable as the number of particles changes. Finally, as the evaluation results reported in Table 1 are based on deterministic actions, PFPN's performance clearly highlights the better quality of policies generated by an adaptive discretization scheme as compared to a uniform one.
We refer the reader to Appendix F for additional results regarding the sensitivity of PFPN to the number of particles used and for additional comparisons to uniform discretization.
Conclusion
We present a general approach for improving the action exploration of policy gradient DRL algorithms as well as a method to adaptively discretize continuous action space. Our approach replaces Gaussian policies that have been the staple for high-dimensional continuous control tasks with a collection of state-independent samples, each capturing a Gaussian distribution, that are updated analogously to particle filters. For tasks with continuous action spaces, our approach can be easily adopted in a DRL algorithm using policy gradient as a replacement of Gaussian or any other action policy without changing the algorithm itself. We empirically show that our particle filter policy network can add stability and significantly increase the performance and sampling efficiency of policy gradient methods especially in complex continuous tasks. In our current benchmarks, the same amount of particles are assigned to each action dimension. However, certain dimensions may need a higher resolution than others for a given motor task. Hence, we plan to investigate the use of different number of particles per action dimension. We also want to account for the synergy that exists between different action dimensions when articulated agents perform a task by assigning particles to multiple dimensions together, which opens an exciting avenue for future work.
, (20) and then normalized to sum to unity. 3. Resampling: It can be shown that the variance of the weights increases at every time step. Therefore, the above two steps will converge to a situation that all but one particle have weights that are zero or close to zero [37] . To avoid this problem of degeneracy, resampling can be performed, where N new samples are drawn with replacement from the current set of particles based on the weights. The new samples are then used to replace the current set, with all particles resetting their weights to 1/N . While resampling can be performed at every step, the variance of the particle set as a true estimator of the posterior distribution increases. Common strategies to avoid this issue, is to perform resampling every fixed number of steps, or when the effective number of particles is too low [45] .
Connection between SIR and PFPN. Similar to a particle filter that estimates the posterior density p(x t |z 0:t ) based on the observations z 0:t , our approach aims at estimating the action policy p(a t |z 0:t ) by exploiting sampled state-action-reward experiences, i.e. z t :=< s t , a t , r t > .
(21) In our case, the estimation process is performed by Equation 5 using a set of particles per action dimension:
where each particle, i, represents a univariate Gaussian distribution and has an associated weight w i (s t |θ). In Equation 5, p i (a t |µ i , σ i ) directly gives us a measurement between a t and the particle located at µ i that has a similar function with δ(·, ·) in Equation 18 .
In analogy with the formal SIR process outlined above, our approach has three main phases. In the Update phase, we update each particle using Equation 8, where the transition prior probability distribution is used as importance function q and A t can be considered as the control signal u t . In the Prediction phase, we update the weight of each particle using Equation 9 based on the likelihood
To address the problem of particle degeneracy, in the Resampling phase we replace particles that have small weights by sampling from the current set of particles using Equation 12.
A key difference between PFPN and SIR is that weights in PFPN are state-dependent while a particle filter considers only the current state. Consequently, in the resampling phase of PFPN, we do not resample the entire set of particles but only degenerate ones. If a new set of particles would have been generated instead, equalizing the weights after resampling would have prevented us from tracing and exploiting interesting particles defined for a given state.
B Logits Correction when Equalizing Weights during Resampling
The weight for the i-th particle is achieved by softmax operation, which is applied to the unnormalized logits, i.e. the direct output of the policy network, L i :
Suppose that a set of dead particles D τ duplicates a target particle τ sampled using Equation 12. Particles in D τ ∪ {τ } will share the same logits L τ after resampling, and thus have the same weights. In order to ensure that the introduction of L τ will not influence the weight of particles that are not in D τ ∪ {τ }, the exponential sum of logits must be identical before and after resampling, i.e. 
Equation 25 can be rewritten as
where τ ∈ D k for any dead particle set D k , i.e. a target particle will not be tagged as dead at all, since a target particle is drawn according to the particles' weights and since dead particles are defined as the ones having too small or zero weight to be chosen.
Given that e Ls(st) ≈ 0 for any dead particle s ∈ D τ and that the number of particles is limited, it holds e Lτ ≈ (|D τ | + 1)e L τ (st) .
Taking the logarithm of both sides of the equation leads to
Therefore, after copying the neural network parameters, ω ·,τ and b τ , who generate L τ (s t ), to the parameters of the dead particles ω ·,s and b s where s ∈ D τ , a correction term − log(|D τ | + 1) should be applied for all particles in D ∪ τ , as Equation 15 , to ensure that the policy distribution after resampling changes trivially.
If we perform random sampling not based on the weights during resampling (see Appendix E), it is possible to pick a dead particle as the target particle. In that case
where L τ (s t ) is the new logits shared by particles in D τ and δ(τ, D k ) is the Kronecker delta function
that satisfies k δ(τ, D k ) ≤ 1. Then, for the particle τ , its new logits can be defined as
Consequently, the target particle τ may or may not share the same logits with those in D τ , depending on if it is tagged as dead or not. Table 2 lists the default hyperparameters used in all of our experiments. Regarding PPO and A2C, in all Roboschool tasks except for the HumanoidBulletEnv-v0 one, we use the Generalized Advantage Estimation (GAE) and a single worker thread; for HumanoidBulletEnv-v0 and DeepMimic tasks, we exploit the advantage of distributed training and used DPPO (synchronous PPO) and A3C (asynchronous A2C) with multiple worker threads, while IMPALA is natively multi-thread. Differentiable entropy is employed in A2C/A3C and IMPALA cases to stabilize the training, where PFPN uses the entropy of the categorical distribution, through which Gaussians represented by particles are mixed, as it is described in Section 3.1.
C Hyperparameters
Besides the number of particles, given an algorithm, the hyperparameters used for PFPN and the corresponding Gaussian policy cases are identical. Two hyperparameters for PFPN only are the resampling interval and dead particle detection threshold. The resampling interval is set to be 25 environment episodes considering the number of worker threads. The dead particle detection threshold is set dynamically depending on the number of particles. See Appendix E for the details about the sensitivity of PFPN to these two hyperparameters. For each action dimension, PFPN generates significantly different torque profiles than the ones obtained by Gaussian A2C both in terms of frequency and/or amplitude that result in higher asymptotic performance (shown in Figure 3 ). Figure 3 compares baselines that employ Gaussian policies to their PFPN counterparts on a variety of Roboschool and DeepMimic tasks. The results are obtained as discussed in Section 5.1, where ten evaluation trials run every 1,000 training steps using deterministic actions. In most tasks, PFPN outperforms the default Gaussian PPO/DPPO, A2C/A3C, and IMPALA baselines and is more stable across different training trials. Additionally, given the stateof-the-art performance of SAC, the PFPN version of SAC performs comparably to the vanilla SAC baseline in the Roboschool tasks. In DeepMimic tasks, PFPN-based SAC has faster convergence, though it exhibits slightly worse final performance.
We note that due to its highly scalable nature, IMPALA is particularly suited for fast training of complex tasks, as we can take advantage of distributed learning and significantly reduce the computational cost in terms of absolute wall clock time. In DeepMimic tasks, for example, although the final performance of IMPALA cannot reach the performance of SAC, IMPALA with 15 millions of samples takes about four hours using 32 actor threads during our tests. In contrast, SAC requires more than seven hours to reach the same performance and more than one day to reach the same number of samples. Overall, our PFPN implementation of IMPALA can significantly increase the performance and speed of convergence of the default baseline and can provide performance comparable to that of SAC.
To further highlight the value that particle-based discretization adds to the action exploration problem, we also compare the torques generated by a PFPN-A2C policy in the HalfCheetahBulletEnv-v0 task to the ones obtained by vanilla A2C with Gaussian action policy. As it can be seen in Figure 4 , there is a significant difference in the controls taken by the two agents, with PFPN leading to higher performance as shown in Figure 3 .
E Resampling
E.1 Strategies
We tested PFPN with the default resampling strategy explained in Section 3.3, where a target particle is selected with a probability proportional to its weights, against a number of alternative strategies where a dead particle resamples randomly from the top-x% of particles as ranked by their weights. Figure 5 : Sensitivity of PFPN to resampling hyperparameters on the AntBulletEnv-v0 task using PPO with 35 particles for each action dimension. The resampling process itself is robust and not very sensitive to the dead particle threshold and the resampling frequency, since particles are movable and their locations can be further optimized after resampling. However, there still should be some interval between resampling operations to allow for enough steps to optimize the distribution of particles. Too small of a resampling interval, 5 episodes in the figure, can hurt the performance.
Our default resampling strategy has two hyperparameters to tune: the threshold, , which determines whether a particle is not active anymore and needs to be revived (see Equation 11 ), and the resampling frequency, i.e. the number of environment steps as the interval between resampling. In practice, we found a small value of below 0.01 to work quite well for all baselines and tasks as shown in Figure 5 . In our comparative evaluations in Figures 1 and 3 , we set the threshold dynamically as 0.05/n, where n is the number of particles used for one action dimension. In addition, PFPN is quite robust in terms of the resampling frequency employed, with frequency values in the range from 25 to 50 environment episodes resulting in high performance in both Roboschool and DeepMimic benchmarks. We show the sensitivity of PFPN to the number of particles in Figure 6 and 7. As can be seen, for each baseline and task, the best final performance is obtained by different number of particles. Despite this, though, we found that there is a wide range of particle numbers that works quite well in each task, outperforming the traditional Gaussian-based policy networks. Typical values are 10 and 35 particles for Roboschool tasks, with policies obtained with 10 particles per action dimension resulting in higher performance but also exhibiting more variance in some cases. In DeepMimic tasks, a higher number of particles is required, with 50 and 100 being the recommended values and the latter resulting in more stable policies across different trials. Table 4 : Comparison between PFPN and uniform discretization (DISCRETE) while varying the resolution (number of particles and number of bins, respectively) of each action dimension. For PFPN the default resampling strategy is employed. In all tasks, PFPN outperforms DISCRETE for a given resolution, with the differences being more apparent as the task complexity increases. In addition, PFPN's performance remains quite stable across different resolutions and tasks.
F.2 Comparison to Uniform Discretization
In Table 4 , we also compare PFPN to a uniform discretization scheme where each action dimension is divided into a number of equally sized bins before training and actions are learned from a categorical distribution over those bins (see, e.g. [27] ) As can be seen our adaptive, particle-based, discretization scheme exhibits similar or significantly better performance than the uniform one for a given task and action resolution, while being more stable.
The value of our adaptive scheme is also evident by the final distribution of particles as shown in Figure 8 for the HalfCheetahBulletEnv-v0 task. Discrete actions defined by the particle locations are adaptively changed during training. They converge to relatively optimal regions and improve the performance by increasing the resolution of those regions, while the performance of fixed discretization depends on the location of the discretized actions which are usually chosen uniformly as well as blindly to some degree. In DeepMimic tasks, where the action space consists of a set of 4D axis-angles, the interesting action space is often located into a narrow region (see, e.g. Figure 9 ). In such scenarios, the problem of employing uniform, fixed discretization becomes even more apparent, since many of the discretized actions may be placed in low-reward regions and thus a fine resolution is needed to capture the interesting action space. Particles are initially distributed uniformly along a dimension (dark colors) and their locations adaptively change as the policy network is trained (light colors). This allows PFPN to put emphasis on interesting locations and capture the multimodality of the action space, as opposed to fixed discretization schemes where the final performance heavily relies on the choice of initial candidate locations to find a good solution. Figure 9 : Particle distribution evolution of the four action dimensions for the left hip joint in DeepMimicWalk task using DPPO. Given a task, the valid movement range of the joint may be restrained only in some small ranges, while the action space covers the entire movement range of the joint. Compared to uniform discretization that would place many discrete, candidate actions in bad regions, our adaptive discretization approach can exploit all candidate actions effectively.
